Close South Africa’s Consulate! No more ties to Apartheid!

South Africa has the most blatant system of racism seen in the world since Nazi Germany. All who are not born white are condemned to a permanently inferior status: economically, politically, and socially.

The South African consulate in Chicago exists to promote the trade and investment with South Africa that the minority regime so desperately needs to stay in power. The consulate also spreads propaganda for the racist system.

On the second anniversary of the Soweto protests, concerned people of Chicago are protesting the presence of this consulate in our city, and calling on the U.S. government to start economic sanctions against South Africa. This would mean an end to all U.S. trade and investment there.

Close the South African consulate!
Support economic sanctions against South Africa!
Stop bank loans and other investment for South Africa!

MARCH
FRIDAY, JUNE 16
12:00-1:30

from
SOUTH AFRICAN CONSULATE
444 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
to
FEDERAL BUILDING PLAZA
230 S. DEARBORN ST.

(Petitions calling for closure of the consulate will be presented to the U.S. State Department.)

Called by
CHICAGO COALITION ON SOUTHERN AFRICA
22 E. Van Buren 427-4351